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Sore Problens of Mcdern Operations 

by Lieutenant-Generel I. Tolkonyuk

The problems of conducting military operations when both sides
use nuclear weapons have already been uuder etudy in our ay-ate of
operational training for several years.

A good deal is being written on these problese in cur military
press. However, in practical operational preperation,in the pages of
the press and in military-scientific work, these luestiOns are exasdned
very tinddly, which is out ce keeping with the conditions of nuclear
warfare. The matter is not taken beyond the adaptation of old forms
end methods to new conditions, although the discumeloaLshould be
concerned with essentially new categories of itlitary affairs.	 •
It geese that the tine has come to sacrifice boldly Emmy of the
theses from which the basic Principles of operational art Med tactics
have developed.

Military art is mcfroated with the fact that muclear/missile
weapons bring strategic significance to the fire strike (ognevo)r oder).
There are many reasons for supposing that it will Often be possible
to crush the enemy's will to resist only by the strikes of nuclear/
missile weapons. This phenomenon, which the nuclear age has brought
to mankind, maltreats states and their armed forces with a series
of the' gayest problems in the realm of military activity.

tor this realm, our military thinking must work deeply on all
the problems compacted with the preparation end ccaduat of mcdern
nuclear warfare. Omce we have fully resolved these problems ve scan
discuss for and methois of conducting military operatioas. First
of all, our nuclesr/missila strategy must be worked out most precisely,
since it is the strategic nuclear/missile weapon which will be decisive
in the achievement of victory. then, on the basis at the strategic.-
requiremente for the accoscalehment of strategic task*, and for the
emploitation of the results of the nuclesrAdselle strategic operations
being ceaducted, it vill . be accessary to work out the methods and forms
of conducting combined operations with the types at armed forces -which
are the subject of exsuirnien in the field of operational art.

Along with the study of the problems of nuclear/missile operstione
and the use of weapons of mass destruction in sonss at military
operation, it is necessary to make radical feeemminstiom of the
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problems connected vitt the use of ground troops and naval forces,
whose utilization and operations must correspond to the conditions
created by the use of weapons of ness destruction.

The resolution of questions of operational art and of questions
on the preparation and conduct of modern operations is possible only
on the foundation of solutions to the problems indicated above.

The absence of even slight experience in nuclear/missile warfare
demands the ability to foresee and to analyze; it demands deep end
logical thinking. To glance unerringly into the future, asking
realistic allowance for the prospects of development of the means
of armed combat - this, in our opinion, is the urgent task of our
military theory.

In this article it is our aim to raise mu certain problesm of
modern operations end to express our views on these problems briefly.

111114114****

Nuclear/Missile Operations. The important strategic adesions
which, in the previous wars of our times, were accomplished by the
conduct of a series of strategic offensive ccerations by grcund,air,
and navel forces, and vhizt lasted a month or more, can now
be accomplished in a very short period of time with the messed use
of nucleer/miselle weapons. Such an objective as depriving a hostile
state or coalition crenate, or the capability to resist can be
achieved, it would seem, in the course of a few boors or, at the
outside, within a few days.

Or course we cl4 oy'.. consider that it is possible to capture the
enemy's territory with nuclear/missile weapons. For this we will
need mobile well-trained ground troops with modern equipment, transport
aviation, airborne troops, and troops supporting their operations.

it is possible, however, to deprive the enemy of the amaze of
conducting war by nuclesrfillesile weapons alone if one kais a sufficient
quantity or the latter and knees bee to nee them to the greatest
advantage.

the eccuee0ation Of. sufficient quantity of uncleer/missile
weapons parents the conduct of so-callednuclear/sdssile operations
for the performance or strategic tasks.



What is meant by strategic nuc:ear/nissile operations?

In our opinion: Strategic nuclear/missile operations mean operations
conducted by the missile troops at the decision and plan of the Supreme
Eigh Commnd, by the delivery of nuclear strikes aimedat depriving! the enemy at the most important means of conducting war, at disrupting
his civil ani military administration and his national aconow, end
:r .,,P kinz. his ability and will to offer further resistance.

The execution of such operations viii probably be the most
important and the Most crucialact of a future var. Thls is why the
questions of preparing, supporting, and e7lcuting such operations
Vast become 	  Eemainder of senttnce missine.

To learn bow to prepare and conduct such operations is clearly
the most vital task of our highest military echelons today; but this
is a fairly complicated setter', not tested by experience, and entailing
great responsibility. Bare we, have to deal with a very expensive means
of warfare, which is used up in a Short period of time, and which may
not be available for repeating the operation in the event that the
first attempt was unsuczessful'.

The preparation of a nuclear/W.8811e strategic operation and the
attainment of its goals require first of all a good knowledge of the
enemy's territory and of the geographical distribution and points of
concentration of: modern means of warfare, primarily nuclear and
missile industry; the storage Points for nuclear ammunition (hayepripas)
and missiles end the teses foi their asselbly and preparation; the
mein branched of ladasitxy; the launching sites of missile weapons and
their control systems; the sySten of antimissile defense; transportation
junctions; the most leportent points of concentration of manpower;
sources of electrical power; the communication centers of state and
military costrcl, lat., . On the basis of these data it is necessary
to select targets in the enemy's territory whose destruction by
nuclear strikes would paralyze the country and its military capabilities.
It would seem that it is sufficient to destroy the most important
points on the enemy's territory in order to piece hie is a situation
in Which it is impossible or Senselmss for hie to undertake any measures
whatsoever for continuing theinar.

In planning such operstiens we should not scatter our resources,
even if we are forced to di with a powerful coalition of enemy states.
It is nefessary first of sll to put out of conmissioo the main partner
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who represents the basic and directing force of the enemy camp;
having lost the casket capability of their nein partner, the satellite
countries viii be faced with the ivicesibility of starting or continuing
8 var.

To find the enemy's main lInka (zveno), whose destruction will
paralyze his power -- this is the most important task to be performed
by a nucleer/missile operation.

Thus, for the preparation and effective conduct of strategic
nuclear/nissile operations, it is necessary:

- to know in detail and to evaluate correctly the capabilities
and the viability of the opposing side;

- to select the mcet vulnerable targets for a strike; of these to
take only the minimum necessary to accoeplish the objective of the
operation;

- to determine the amount end yield of nuclear charges needed to
ensure the destruction of las targets selected;

- to detersdne the muaber of missile installations necessary for
the delivery of the nuclear charges to thetargats selected, taking
into account accuracy (tochnost madenlys);

• to Choose the molt suitable time for delivery of the strike;

to organise control of the nissile troops participating in the
operstioe.

le the preparation of the operation, a very important place is
occupied by the reconnaissance of the strike targets. An Incorrect
picture of the enemy, of his vitally important centers, or ignorance
of the location of his most important means of warfare can result in
the strike being delivered against secondary targets, Which will not
achieve the objectives of the operation.

No less important is the proper selection and preparation of the
missile Lunching sites to ensure the grestest effectiveness and
coomenience in launching. Ihs stoeXpillms of nuclear cherges,their
delivery to the launching sites, and their mountimg (stykovka) on
the missiles represent a large volume of work of primary importance,
requiring the empenditure of much time and effort.
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Finally, there is the very coeplex question of organizing the
control of the nisaile troopa and of the launching and guidance
systems of the missiles.

It is quite obvious that the preparations for a nuclear/missile
operation are very complicated and demand well-trained personnel, a
great deal of painstaking work, large numbers of qualified people,
and the expenditure of colossal material mane. Hordever, the
results that a successfully performed operation can bring are such
that no means or efforts should be spared to achieve them.

The actual execution of such an operation will take a very
short tire. It appears that it will take frame few hours to a few
days. In one instance, if sufficleart means are applied, the strike
nay last a few minutes and will take the fana of the - U=4h of a
particular series of missiles, in the fors of an immense volley
(help). In another Instance, several series of elasilas may be
launched in thecourse of a few hours or even a few days, and the
situation may then take on the farm of a sort of missile anel.

It is quite possible that during the course of the war it will
be possible to conduct only one strategic nuclear/missile operation
which should determine the outcome of the war. If the emegrisastrong
coalition, possessing powerful nuclear/missile WO;400, we may land
in a situation in which it will be impossiblm to carry cut a subsequent
nuclear/missile operation.

In any case, Nuclear/missile operations must be carried out
simultaneously in all, or at least in severel,decisive theaters of
military operations.

In presenting this question, we do not think that strategic
nuclear/missile operations will have to be conducted with the aim of
destroying all the hostile states composieg the enemy coilitioo. This
will be neither possible nor necessary. Ito operations must be directed
at the amiss link Of the mem coalition, at his backbone. Once the
eammy's back is broken he caul* finished off by other mama and
methods.

After a strategic nuclear/missile operation has been corned
out, it will be imperative to know the results of the strike
inmeddately, to know to whet degree the mission has been accomplished
and bow ft:- the objective of the operation has been attained. Study
of the results at a strike and of the degree of dump dole to the
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eneky in a s'acrt time is an important job for the &True Comeand.
It is neetei 6: that the nethoda of carrying out further actions to
exploit the results of the operation which has been performed nay be
determined and final victory lay be achieved. To achieve final
victory, it will be necessary to conduct offensive operations with
grmxnd troops, using motile large units, airbOrne troops, nev,1
forces and naval landing forces to crush the enemy troops who have
survived 07 who have retained their combat capability, and to
occupy the key positions in enemy territory. It follows, therefore,
that nuclear/1E18E1.1e strategic operations viii probably be the main
link in the overall plan for waging a war. They must be conducted
ID close conjunction with the above-mentioned operations by ground
end airborne troops and naval forme, who in carrying out their
tasks,mnat take leximum advantage of the effect of nuclear/missile
strategic operstiors.

Modern Offensive Operatics:le. The conduct of nuclear/missile
strategic operstiona----bleveral words missinigscales of aggressive
operations by the ground troops. No matter wt the effect of a
muclear/missile strategic operation may be, final victory can only
be wan by the occupatica of the enemy's territory, or at least of
the key positions.

Consequently, in order to attain final victory it is necessary
for ground troops to carry cut offensive operations. This is
explained, first of all, by the fact that far from all the important
targets and groupings of troops on the territory or the enemy will be
destroyed by the strikes of a nueleer/missile operation, since to
neutralize or to destroy everything with sufficient certainty would
be practically impoesible, and not even desirable. Whole areas, even
very important ones, will remain untouched by strikes in these
operations.

Even in those areas or in those theaters of military operations
where the min targets sod groupings of troops viii be subjected to
overwhelming blows during a nuclear/missile strategic operation, not
everything will be destroyed, end it is maisAy here that operations
by ground troops are needed to exploit the results of the nuclear/
Marie 'strategic operation end to achieve final victory over the
enemy.

In soma theaters of military operations or in one sentinel or
another of these theaters attain one or amothar of the strategic or
operational directions, suclear/missile strategic operations will not
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be carried out, because it will be either impossible or inexpedient.
In all such instances, it will be necessary for offensive operations
to be csrried on by ground troops. These can take the form of
offensive operations by a group Of fronts or of an offensive by a
front or by an army, carried out either within the framework of front
operations or independently. In addition, combined operations may
be carried out by missile and grOund troops and by the navy.

Similar operations (withult the use of nuclear/Missile weapons)
were carried out during the Second World War. Dow, however, they
will be of an entirely different character.

In the first place, for the performance of the tasks with which
they are confronted in operations, ground troops now have at their
disposal, in their missile equipment, the moans for the use of high-
yield nuciesr weapons. This allows them, in the shortest possible
amount of time, to inflict overvhelming-blows against the enemy's
weapons of Ross destruction, against his basic groupings in the 	 .
entire depth of their deployment, which can lead to the disorganization
of the opponent 'a troops and deprive them of the ability to put up
any serious resistance.

These blows can deprive the enemy of his missile installations,
of the aircraft at his airfields, destroy his supplies of :master
end missile weapons, put the airfields themselves out of commission,
anradinte the basic grouping* of the enemy's ground troops, and
disrupt renewer and control in a theater of military operations.
In addition, this weapon makes it possible not only to inflict losses
upon the troops of the enemy, but to destroy then completely, or at
least to subject then to such strikes that they will lose their combat
effectiveness completely.

In the second place, possessing weapons of mass destruction,
grommd troops will be in a position to crush the enemy's reserves in
their mobilization deployammt or buildup areas preventing them fron
approaching the battlefield. This situation 14poss entirely new
conditions for combat with the reserves, and poses the question of
the repulse of the counterstrikes and counterattacks of the velem
in a new form.

It seems that in future betties countetstrikes nay be ruled out
entirely, if the attacking force is able to organise the recommsissance
and destruction of the enemy's 'reserves correctly.

ECRET
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In toe 1Lird plc, the defensive neneuver of bringing up re-
placements and roteriel to the field of bettle 0313 be prevented from
the very outset of combet operations.

In the fourth place, the first nuclear/missile strike can,
practically speAing, knock out of commission the toxic elements in
the enemy's system of troop cootrol, which makes the unified and firm
direction of the troops impossible.

In performing en offensive operation, a !met mist, above ell,
exploit to tLe maximum the results of • previously executed strategic
nuclear/missile operation , as well as the results of their own nuclear/
missile strikes. Thus, the goal of an offensive operation by a frcmt
must be the quick seizure of the key positions an the euemy territory
so that he has no opportunity to recover from the blow and to carry
it substantial colmteraction. Thcsost important task of the troops

of the front will be the annihilatiOn of those groupirigi of troops
and weapons of mass deetruction which have surel y/led the nuclear/
missile strike or have retained their cubist etrectivemess.

The depth of !root operatics§ in the recent past was primerily
determined by the front's ability to suppwess the enemy with a large
degree of connistencyln the given depth, by the depth or the operational
formation of the enemy, by the permissible elangatics of the rear areas
(raatyazhks tylov),by the lag in the basing or airfields, and by the
degree of effort and exhaustion which the troops VOTO permitted to
sustain. 707 the successive execution of Intermediate tasks the
front vmaallotted definite boundaries for the Lueediete end follow-
up missions. Within the framanurk of a frost operative several
successive offensive operations by armies were carried out.

The most important form of operation was the encixclement of
the basic grouping of the enemy and his subsequent annihilation.
This was done in order not to give the enemy a chance to vithlraw
his grouping to the rear area, put it in artier, reinforce it with
reserves, and to cwgenise further operations, i.•., to make it
impossible for him to escape destruction or annihilation. The stet
important phase of the operatiOn vas tresklag tbroagh the enemy's
defeftse.

Sow do these questions appear in modern operations? Since
modern weapons permit a consistent degree at assildlatiom (and not
just suppression) of the groupies. of the seamy in the entire depth
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of his dedloht, ttt, offensive must encompass the entire depth at
oace. For this purpc,e, the mobile groupini;s of the front must
follow the' nuclearjuissile strikes and proceed in the most advantageous
directions into the depth of the emery's deployment to chosen
objectives or to selected areas. ;endings of airborne troops must
be made irmediately to capture objectives located deep in the interior,
and in a coastal area amphibious landings must take place. Fart of
the troops must be moved by air. In such a situatiOn combat focal
points will form in the entire depth of the operational direction
along which the offensive operation is being carried out. .Only in
this case can the results of nucleer/nissile strikes be exploited
effectively and in good time.

From this, it seems to us that the principles for planning a
frowt offensive operettas which we 'accept at present are outdated.
and no longer correspond to modern demands.

The division of the overall task of a front into i-mediate
and follow-up territorial categories % to be carried out in sequence,
does not permit the fullest and moet'effective exploitation of the
capabilities of todayis new means of casket. In pluming an operation,
it would appear to be more expedient to envisage two goals -- the
immediate and the final goal of the operation.

The immediate goal of a front offensive operation should be the
destruction by nuclear/missile weapons (and other wawa; of ease
destruction) of the enemy's weapons of mass destruction, the annihilation
of the basic grOmpings of his troops, the destruction of his communication
lines and radictechnical systems, disruption of his government and
military coutrols, the liquidation ' of his supplies of mstwitaq and
the disorganization of the population, i.e., the liquidation Of the
enemy's ability for organized resistance.

The final goal of the operation must be the capture of key positions
or vitally important arees on the enemy's territory,i.e, the occupation
of his territory.

In order to reach these goals the main operational problems for
resolution by the commander or the front nust be; to define the
objectives whose destruction by nuclear/missile weapons should deprive
the enemy of the capability to resist or counterattack and to determine
theyield, types,means timing, and method of these strikes. /te
resolution of these proLeen will in fact also resolve the main strike
In the operation.

•••10.
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After this, the commander of the troops of the front should
determine the areas or objectives which must be captured by ground
or airborne troops, or by troops carried ty aircraft and helicopters,
or, in a coastal area, by amphibious landing forces, in order tc
envelop the entire depth of the enemy's territory in the shortest
possible time. He must determine the initial (isichodnyy) grouping
of the ground troops and the direction of movement of the mobile
groupings for the capture of selected areas or objectives, and for
the annihilation of surviving groupings of enemy troops, or of
those which retain their combat effectiveness. Further, he rust
coordinate the timing and the tasks to be performed by 811 arms
of troops, and resolve all the remaining questions connected wit)
the preparation, organization, end execution of the offensive operation.

In this connection we must bear in mind that there is no longer
any need to establish solid groupings of troops along a narrow front,
as was the case in the past, when a front was forced to do this in
order to penetrate the enemy's defense since it is unthinkable that
the enemy, under modern conditions, will establish any harmonious
(strewn) system of defense with the continuous front and boundary
lines typical of the last war. Supposing that such an attempt were
to be made, it would lead to the annihilation of the defenses by
nuclear weapons, and the entire tricot would in any case be destroyed.

On the whole, however, there vtll be no continuous fronts, and
coosequently the penetration of the enemy's defenses on an operational
scale has already passed into history. It is possible that in isolated
cases there will be a penetration of the enemy's defenses, but this
can touts only in a tactical sense.

Proceeding from 'chat has been said above, it is also necessary
to review the matter of army offensive operations. It seers to us
that there is nc need for the combined-arms and tank armies operating
within the composition of a !root to execute several army operations
in the framework of an offensive by the front. The tcr.t army must
penetrate to the entire depth of the front operation, and occupy that
part of the opponent's territory which La farthest from the line of
departure. The ccubinel-erme armies should be given the task of
operations throughout the depth of the front operation, or be assigned
to occupy a specific portion of territory within the boundaries of
the front operation. Airborne and amphiblous lending forces, as well
as troops being moved by air, must also occupy specific centers or
areas in the interior of the enemy's territory.

_SI?CRET
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The ten:,po of the operation is a different matter. Measuring the
tempo cf a modern offensive operation by the daily advance of the
ground troops is senseless, in our opinion, because this will not be
in accordance with the decisive conduct of the operation, and will
not allow the timely und effective exploitation of ;he results of
the strikes of nuclearfnisaile weapons in the entire . depth at the
operation . The duration and procednre of ccoducting the operation --
these are the main issues in the calculations, rather than the tempo,
in its former meaning. A battle vill split into separate focal
points of combat, dispersed over a large area, and therefore the
planned advance of a mass of groumd troops as a continuous front
is unthinkable.

The most important aed perhaps the most complicated element of
modern offensive operations will be, it would seem, the preparation
of the operation. It will include an entire set of complicated measures,
large in scope, and labor-consuming, which will need a definite, and
probably lengthy, period of tine. Therefore, in studying modern
operations, our operational art must pay special attar:Aloe to the
problems of the detailed pr ration oe an operation, because its
successful execution and the results obtained rill depend entirely
upon its preparation. Hence, in our viewca modern offensive operation
should consist of two phases; thepreperatory phase and the phase of
execution of the operation. These periods mast be determined by
the General fieediplarters (Stavin') of the Supreme Sigh ammand, in
cLoee cocranstion with the strategic vuoleer/wissile operation
being prepared, in order to coordinateand unite the efforts of the
forces and means of thzse participeting in the nucleartnissile
strategic operation, and of the ground troops operating in ote or
another strategic direction. In addition, it appears that the nuclear/
missile means of fronts will attic be detailed for participation in
and execution of a nuclear/missile strategic operation being carried
out by the General Beedguarters with the forces of missile troops of
strategic designation.

It is plain that the preparation at such an Operation is a
complicated and crucial process which should start at the lament the
front receives an assigneent to carry out an offensive operation
and end at the moment the signal is given to deliver the =clear/
missile strike. Thii phis* will probable take longer than the
actual phase of execution of the operation.

The phase of execution of the operation should begin at the moment
the signal is given to begin the nuclear/missile strike, end and it
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the moment the final goal of the operation is reached. Now, when
nuclear/missile weapons have become the basic means of destruction of
the enemy and the decisive factor in achieving victory over him, it
wouli be incorrect, to say the least, to call the beginning of the
actilaties of the ground troops the beginning of the operation,
because the start of artillery preparation, or the shift to the
offensive of the ground groupings, does not represent the in
phase of the operation; these activities will be of a subordinate
nature in comparison with the operations of the missile troops by
whom the destructive missile strikes will be inflicted on the enemy.

The first operaticms in a future war will be of a decisive
nature, and the ultimate outcome of the war will probably depend on
their successful execution. Therefore, the primary and urgent gine
02 two words wissine-- of military thinking in the most thorough
elaboration and the theoretical solution of all the problems
connected with their preparation and execution,

The Materiel and Technical suptort of Modern Offensive Operations.
The advance of ground troops in an %elation will undoubtedly be carried
out under difficult circumstances. Supply bases, depots, communication
lines, and other targets in the rear area maybe subjected to harry
nuclear strikes by the enemy; the operation of railroads mey be
disrupted and. delivery of materiel and technical supplies by air may
be impeded. Thus, one can not count upon being atae to supply troops
with materiel according to plan during an operation which hes already
started. In this connection, both missile troops andgrcund gwoupings
must have all. the necessary materiel supplies at their disposal te...fore
the start of comtet operations. These supplies must be dispersed,
well concealed, and camouflaged, in areas which would be convenient,
and from which issue to the troops at any time can be ensured. An
much of this material should be stockpiled before the start of the
operation as would be needed to carry the entire operation through
to its ultimate geol. In addition, provision must be made for a
specific reserve of these supplies, also concentrated in convenient
areas, from which they could be delivered to the troops by Mai=
transport and by helicopter. Fuel should be supplied mainly by
pipeline in order not to burden other, more vulnwmebXemens of
transport with its delivery.
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incises* missile strategy at be worked out most precisely sines
pompon will be decisive in the achievement at victory. After this„
LL be necessary to wort out the arrtiords *ad forms of combined operattome
Wes several armed forces.

It is possible to deprive the enemy of the means of condectieg ear
tlear/aissile veepons, within a few beers. It is not possible however
Fume the enames territory with these sane weapons. AV this, mobile
:rainedwerwund troops, treneport aviation, airborne troops, and
-ting trio-pope will be re-Tared.

Stratealc/naselle operations mean operations cooducted at the
AO mad plea of the Supremo Nigh Camaad, aimed. at deprivingthe
of the seems or conductiag ears at disrupting els civil ami milltarr
ntration mod his natiomal economy, and at breaking his ability am*
• resist.
It in necessary first of all I. psi the mein yertser of the enemy

•eammissima.	 meet lipertmet task is to !leased destroy the
• mais links.

al l*: effective strategic enclearbsiselle operations it is
ary to:

a. MOM In detail end evaluate correctly the cepektlities of the
D., Select the abet vulmestble targets.
c.:IU determine tho amoomt amA geld of nuclear charges isesimiL
44 To detsmine the ember or Nestle installations necessary.
*. To abeam the met suitable time meceseary for the stalks.
f.	 aroomiss control of the missile troops participating.

It Is mot necessary to direct strategle opemoblado seWilmill	 VW
s ~es, but at the main ome.

!he Imprimis Or 	 will hose the Aportamt task Of OUSWWW411he
of the striko to determine future actions by igtousd tzwippo eiristme

ma *room.

/rAmOl victory coo mar be achieved thrasib the occupation of the
territory yang dround troops in offensive operations.

(Ironed troops operating on a front eed using 'missiles osm Alossipstas
lament's troops and deprive then of the ability to ramlist, Ihey ems
;manse's, and control by am mem Is è Iblivars sap me val. eraih
0110011 in the deployment or buildup areas.
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COV411C44"t1,7tLiti. IAL.'y .06	 ok..t entirely	 recoutsimpauct and
destructiov of 14544 masiq's roosrvx 14 oripaissd corm:4. Ihe first
striae ma: ot1;: La.:,A OW+. systsa of trod) control, but
it mmy aiso prevect tint moving sp of rssOrves.

The goal al en offensive operation by a front will be to seise the
hey positions precluding ewer recovery from the initial blow.

front Offensive Opariatiom.

ismodiate goal - the destruction by aucisarialseile Impose of his
weapons, troop grovpinge, communication line, governmant, controls, supplies,
and resistance.

Final Goal - eapture of key positives, 1..., occupation of territory.
After the initial strike the comonacier of trade of the ?root si:culi AstoMboo
the -objectives to be taken by ground or al:barns troope $ or sevcilian landing
forces.

There is no longer a need to estmiblish paid groupings of troops aloey
a front. There will be no coatinenes front..

Combined erns and teaks:odes viii not act as a part of the fromt but
will be assigned to occupy a electric portion of territory es will airborne
and amphibious forces.

The temps of operation in terms of daily advance is semselese. the
Jammed advaeoe of troops am a continuous front is unthinkable. The bottle
viii split into separate focal (large) areas.

-The prepenstory phis* sad the essestion phase of an offensive operation
viii be determined by the IMAM of the Owens Nigh Command in elope
osordimetiom with the strategic anclaseldnalla operstions.

The missile mite os a front will oftem be detailed for participation
la en operation eonderted by the Gemara beadvartess with the farads of
missals troops of strategic deilention.

The offensive operation should begin at the moment the sling is
given to begin tbo aucloariaisoils strike.

mossaary soppliso mot be soaLWWWWIlodare Ibis start of
booldaltlos. lboymotlardloporood, omoutlataad comorloot. Assorm
mot alm be in the area for delivery by troche or helicopters. Past AMU
be *Apr la.




